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This card game anives packed in a very nice
little box (195x140x40 mm) very similar to
a small old book with an "magnetic"folder
that sticla on the side keeping the box per-
fectly closed.

lnside the "book"we find a deck of 87 cards,
5 colored dice and a mini board (175x1 15

mm) that will be used to display the dice
and calculate de Victory Points.

Cards belong to three different types: BOOK

cards, GOLD cards and special CHURCH

cards.

BOOK cards are of five categories: Monks
(brown), Pigments (blue), Holy book
(green), Manuscripts (orange) and Forbid-
den tomes (red) and each type has a cor-
responding die of the same color. Dice are
placed on the minFboard showing "3" pipl
that is the basic evaluation ofeach category.

Not all the cards have the same values:
Brown and Blue have two cards with a"4"
value, plus three cards with a "3"value and
four cards with a "2"value. The other three
categories have two cards with a"2" value"

and seven cards with a "1 "value.

It is absolutely necessary to'remember this
composition all along the game because
this is a "majority" game and the player with
most points in a category is the only one
who will score points with it.

The deck also includes 33 GOLD cards
(eleven cards with value "3'i eleven "2" and
eleven "1 ") and 9 CHURCH cards. The latter
are a sort of Bonus/Malus cards as they al-
low the player to increase or decrease the
value of one ortwo dice on the display (two
of the cards increase TWO dice 1 point two
decrease 2 dice 1 point two let you increase

ONE die 1 poin! two decrease 1 die 1 point
and the last card let you decide if you prefer
to increase OR decrease ONE die 1 point).

Those cards are VERY IMPORTANT if used
properly: of course if you get them early
in the game you will use them a little ran-
domly, but if you get them when you have

enough cards in your hand to judge which
are good and which are dangerous you may
increase the value ofyour colors or decrease

that of your opponents. We will see later a

HOME MADE RULE that modifi7 a little the
standard game but that gives more impor-
tance to those cards for a more exciting
match.

The game may be played and enjoyed by
2 to 4 players but small adjustments to the
deck should be done: with TWO players you
have to discard 6 gold (2 of each type) and
another 21 randomly selected cards; with
THREE players you have to discard 3 gold
and 12 randomly selected cards; with FOUR

players you have to discard only 7 randomly
selected cards. With this system you cannot
be mathematically certain of which cards
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A felicîtous nixture of neúonisns, you nee(t tactiel
abilities as well as o goolmemory for conls to suceed in
the auclions.

are available in each game, thus it is impos-
sible to make a "perfect" strategy. This will
probably disappoint some of us that always
try to find the best strategy in each gamg
but with this trick BIBLIOS remain exiting to
the last card ofthe deck.

The game is played in TWO different phas-

es: during the first the playerg in turn, dis-

tribute all the cards, while in the second a

certain number of cards is auctioned and
the winners are checked.

Each player, on his turn, takes and allocate
ONE BY ONE a number of cards that de-
pends of the number of players (3 cards
with two players, 4 with three and 5 with
four). The player take a card, look at it and
decides to:

1 - Keep the card on his hand (only one per.
turn) without showing itto the opponents
2- Put the card visible on the table, at dis-
posal ofthe other players (max one card per
player)

3- Discard the card on a face down deck
(named "auction" deck only one card per
turn)

At the end ofthis allocation the others play-

ert in order, select and keep one of the
cards available on the table: in this way in
every turn each player adds a card to his

hand (unless he picks-up a Church card,

which must be played immediately) and
one card is placed on a face down deck.

lf you select 8or are obliged to pick-up) a
special'Church card"you must use it imme-
diately (and thus you will have a card less

in your hand) to modifo the value of one or
two dice on the display (but see the VARF

ANT suggested at the end of this review).
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The aim of this first phase is to collect the
most valuable cards of a few colors (usually

not more than 2 if you wish to have a rea-

sonable chance to mark points) and a good
number of gold cards. Of course nobody
can see the cards that you secretly selected
during your turn, but everybody can see
what you pick up from the table and thus
they may have an idea of the colors that
you are searching. Forthat reason it is sug-
gested to pick up also 1-2 cards ofdifferent
colors in this phase, if possible in order to
confuse your opponents and to have some
"change"later on the auction.

Always remember that the Brown and Blue

cards have high values (zl-3-2) and thus you
may have a majority with only 2-3 cards (if
tvvo them have a "4" value, for example),
while it will takes 4-5 cards in the other three
colors (values 2-1) to have a reasonable op-
portunity win. ln the first 2-3 test we all tried
to get the Brown and Blue cards, always dis-
carding the"l "cards without a thoughl but
victory usually went to the player that coF
lected those less valuable cards (sometimes

because they were the only ones available
on the table), and very often he was able to
win with only 3 of them. Starting with our
third game things changed, of course, and
we all looked carefully to each card that was
displayed and picked-up from the table.

Once all the cards are allocated phase 2 (the

AUCIION) starts with the First player that
mix the face down deck and turn the top
cart face up: the player on his left side must
make an offer or pass, and the other players

may bid higher and higher until only one
remain active and keep the auctioned card,
paying the amount offered. Note that if you
pass you cannot bid anymore on this card
and you must wait forthe following auction.

lf a BOOK CARD is auctioned the players
must bet and pay gold , discarding these
cards face up (please note that if you can-
not paythe exact amount offered you must
use cards whose total exceed the amount
offered: if for example, you offered 2 gold
and you only have"3"gold you must discard
a 3); if a GOLD CARD is auctioned the players

must bet any number of cards (discarding

them face down)

Again if you win an auction for a CHURCH

card you must immediatelytake the related
action and modi! the value of the colored
dice.

When the last card is auctioned all the play-

ers laytheircards down onthetable divided
per color: the player with the highest total
of points in a color wins and take the cor-
responding die from the display. Once all

the categories are assigned players total the
point showed by their dice and the highest
totalwin the game. ln case of a tiethe player
with highest ranking card wins (each card in
each color is ranked from"A"to"l")

To really enjoy BIBLIOS you need a couple
oftest games because is not easy to under-
stand immediately how to "act" during the
first phase (distribution) and players initially
tend to "hunt" for the highest value cards
forgetting the money .. . or concentrate on
the money leaving aside the less valuable
cards.

Both are mistakes: if you do not concentrate
in 2-3 colors (at most) you riskto lose all the
majorities at the end of the game. 5o as

soon as you understand that someone else

is.interested in a color and that you cannot
fight him ... do not take those cardt even if
they have a'?"or"3"value. lt is bettertotake
some extra Gold cards and/or concentrate
on other colors.

And if you are going for Gold do not forget
that having a lot of"3"cards may be as ex-
pensive as having a good mixture of "1","2"
and "3" (remember? no change is possible:
if you need to pay "1" and you only have
"3" cards you must pay a "3"). A good hand
before the auction phase should have 2-3

cards in two colors, a couple of spare cards

to use to buy some extra gold and 5-6 gold
cards of different values.

During the auction you have to try to rise

the bidding in colors that you know that
certainly interest a player (because he col-
lected some of them during the allocation
phase) in order to oblige him to bid higher
and thus expend more Gold than necessary.

When there are only 2-3 cards left to be auc-
tioned remember that Gold does not give
Victory Points, so you may bet very high to
get an extra card or two.

lf possible try to have in hand a couple of
cards of a third color: in some of our test a
playerwas able to winVictory Pointwith just
2 cards of a color that the other players dis-
carded or used to bid for Gold.

ln summary BIBLIOS is a very fast and tense
game: easy to learn and to teach, hard to
play well as you needs some tactical skills

together with good memory (at least for
the colors that you fighting for). Suggested
for families and for standard players. Expe-

rienced players may try it a few times but
they will surely pas to more complex games.
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VARIANT FOR CHURCH CARDS

Playing BIBLIOS if ALL the available Church
cards are in the auction deck should mean
to increase the pleasure of the game as the
"frght" for those cards will be much bitter
and the dice modifications more frequent.
Thus the idea to put all those cards in the
auction deck.
Unfortunately you never know how many
Church cards are available (as you remem-
ber at the beginning of each game a certain
number of cards is randomly discarded) so

ii not suggested to select them BEFORE the
game. The only easywayto reach this goal
is to play normally Phase 1 without assign-
ing the Church cards: if a players pick up one
of them he simply put it (face down) on the
auction deck and take another card from
the deck.
This will also solve the problem of some
players having less card in hand (because

they got one or more Church cards) and the
auction will be much bitter, at least judging
from our test: by consequence also the al-
location phase becomes harder, as players

now need some extra Gold cards for the fol-
lowing auctions. With this modification also

expert players may come back to the game
for a quick and bitter game before the main
dishoftheevening. M
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